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1. General 

the LEM _ L ·tially injected car, b e . ."r:aine 1 a,_.:i .<)- ::·e ,. -. . an ..i.c curacy 

at 50 thousand feet altitude of unde r L .J =:: reet per _ ., v:-::d 

and fifteen feet per s econd in horizon' 2.l velocity \c uiva: ,__r.c . 

al d ocity, 

__ de r ten NM 

error in periaps :... s) , -_·: .!.S p..c'OC-:'c. r e ses only 2 •• -.,, o p our.d hL~- 1e .1d sextant 

and tabuJ.2 ~.-c: d values of the orbita eh . -::: t s and the correspor:d :'.. ,_g correc 

tions. ~ _ :O .. t determination requires _.:. minutes , · and after the :· ··st 12 

minutes, a new estimate is obtained every six minutes. 

The procedu _· o2 ::. s ased on m easuring i:he angle subtenc.2c by the 

lunar isk to an &c.. curacy of 0. egrees root - sum - squared with l 000 feet 

elevation error of the horizon. A sin~ e ·ix is sufficient to dete r mine the 

instantaneous altitute, the second fix yie' ds the vertical component of veloc

ity, and the third fix yields the horizontal component of velocity . Obtaini ng 

the horizontal component of velocity is based on the fact that the excess 

over circular velocity in the horizontal direction results in an apparent 

vertical acceleration. Obtaining the horizontal velocity component i s based 

on an expression (see appendix) comparing the differences of t h ree consec

utive fixes, and does not involve the unreliable process of graphical 

differentiation . , o arithmetic operations are required of the astronau-::: 

because the res·c1L s are tabulated. 
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The procedure is based on the assumption that the spacecraft 

has initially been placed in an orbit with extensive deviations from 

eircUlartty 1:)y anoth@r lnjeedon guidanee system 6f whieh the tabulated 

pitch-program 'procedure being pursued by Mal Johnston is an example. 

The object of the procedure being described herein is to rapidly determine , 

the apogee and perigee of the orbit in which the astronauts find themselves, 

and to yield the correction required to produce an orbit with a clear periapsis 
• 

and some predetermined apoapsis, presumably that of the command module. 

The correction required is tabulated in the form of the pitch angle and the 

ve'locity magnitude. It is assume·d that azimuth steering i s ' accomplished 

by alignment of a point on the window in the direction of the pitch axis with 

a star known to lie normal to the desired orbital plane. Thus, this scheme 

produces a thrust vector in the orbital plane, but does nothing to correct 

any initial plane errors. Some time after the initial correction is made, 

the astronauts will probably make another correction, one of several 

options tabulated, depending upon whether the LEM reaches its apoapsis 

behind, in front' of, or in close proximity to the command module. 

2. Orbit Determination Procedure 

Immediately upon injection into the initial crude orbit, the astronaut 

takes a fix of the angle subtended by the moon disk using the sextant. · This 

angle determines the altitude arrl a page in the tabulations. The heading for 

this page is the subtended angle and the initial estimate of the spacecraft 

- altitude. Six minutes later, the astronaut takes a second fix. This fix 

determines a row on the page. The heading for this row is the subtended 

angle, the new estimate of spacecraft altitude, and the initial estimate of 

vertical velocity. Six minutes later, the astronaut takes a third fix. This 

fix determines a column on the page. The_ heading for this column is the 

subtended angle. The intersection of the column and row contains a tabula

tion of the parameters of interest to the astronaut at that time. 
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These are: 

1. Periapsis altitude 

3 'riffll:! 1;6 fH~~i f!.:tHU lii 

3. Apoapsis altitude 

4. Time to apoapsis 

5. New estimate of altitude 

6. New estimate of vertical velocity 
• 

7. Estimate of excess over circular horizontal velocity 

8. Pitch angle- and velocity increment which will yi eld 
an immediate circular orbit. 

9. Pitch angle and velocity increment .which will y i eld 
an 'orbit with the periaps is at the present point and the 
apoapsis altitude equal to the orbital altitude of the 
command module. Assuming the present altitude is 
significantly less than the command module altitude, 

· this orbit would be used for catching up with the 
command module . 

10. Pitch angle and velocity increment which will yield 
an orbit with the periapsi s at the present point and 
the ' apoapsis signific~ntly higher than· that of the 
command module. This orbit would be used fo r allow
ing the command module to catch up with the LEM. 
It would probably be used when the present altitude is 
the altitude of the command module. 

11.. P itch angl e and velocity increment to apply at apoapsis 
in order to yield a minimum periapsis . This correction 
would be used to provide an orbit with. a clear periapsis 
anci the maximum catch up rate with respect to the command 
module . For zero errors in taking fixes, the correction 
indicat ed her e would be the same each time a fix is taken. 
Thus, the astronaut can acquire considerable confidence 
before making this correction by comparing the several 
tabulations · of it. 

These number s which the ast ronaut obtains at 12 m inut es after 

injection are the first estimates. Six minutes later, . the astronaut can 

take a new fix. This new fix plus the two immediately preceding will 

yield a new set of estimates of these parameters. Thus, after the first 

twelve minutes, a new set of estimates is obtained every six minutes 
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of all the parameters including the critical periapsis altitude. Comparison 

of several successive estimates will allow the ast r onaut to acquire con

fidence in the orbit and the indicated corrections. 

In all likelihood, the astronaut will have a voice link to and 

from earth. This link can be used to enhance the confidence of the astro

naut in the correction procedures he may .decide upon on the basis of the 

tabulations, and in fact, when the voice llnk is operative it may be used 

as the preferred mode. The astronaut will simply radio the values obtained 

from the fixes to earth and wait for the return of the correction procedure 

based on ground computations. Earth based computations can produce a 

least .squares fit of the actual LEM t r ajectory which is, of course, not 

possible on board. The on boar·d tabulations will serve as a check. 

It is desirable to have some device which would accept each new 

fix as it is made and yield the estimates of the parameters based on the 

new fix and the two immediately preceding. However, such a device would 

probably be a computer or a fairly extensive calculator, particularly be

cause of the large number of parameters required~ All of the parameters 

can be easily tabulated prior to launch, and therefore, this appears to be 

the 'hlore expedient way to supply them. But a slide rule type device might 

be invented to perform this function well. 

3. Performance Characteristics and Errors 

Appendix 1 contains derivations of the equations used in the opera

tion and error analyses, and appendix 2 contains plotted .results . 

The results are based on approximat e equations, but spot checks have been 

made which indicate that the results are ac'curate to approximately 10 per

cent even at 500, 000 ft. altitude . 

Figure 1 (appendix 2) shows the angle subtended by the lunar disk 

vs altitude. Assuming this procedure is to be used over the altitude range 

of 50 to 500 thousand feet, it will be necessary for the sextant to have a 

·., 
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field of view of at least 165 ° . This field of view is not presently available 

in the LEM. Possibly the easiest solution is to add a transparent bubble 

either in the LEM window or in the skin. 

Figure 2 is intended to indicate the sensitivity of altitude deter

mination to sextant errors as a function of altitude. Figure 3 is intended 

to give insight into the importance of irregularities on the lunar_ horizon. 

Note that even at 50, 000 ft. altitude, the distance to the horizon is 

750,000 ft. or 150 miles. 

The errors are plotted in figures 4, 5, and 6 (appendix 2) based 

on a six minute interval between successive fixes and 0. 1° sextant error. 

With this interval it is possible to determine the vertical and horizontal 

velocity components to under 5 ft/ sec and 13 ft/ sec respectively at 

· ·so, 000 ft altitude and 10 ft/sec and 25 ft/sec at 500,000 ft altitude. 

With these errors in velocity, it is possible to predict the periapsis altitude 

to within 10 nautical miles at 50, 000 ft and 19 nautical miles at 500, 000 ft. 
. . 

The periapsis error is four times as sensitive to horizontal velocity 

error than vertical velocity error, and with the horizontal velocity error 

over twice as large as the vertical, the periapsis error is due almost 

entirely to the horizontal component . It is possible to significantly reduce 

the horizontal velocity error if necessary by increasing the interval between 

successive fixes. This error is inversely proportional to the square of the 

.... time between successive fixes. Thus it would be possible to tabulate for 

f~xes spaced at 1_2 minute intervals and predict the periapsis altitude to 

under 5 nautical miles at 500, 000 ft. altitude . The six minute interval was 

initially chosen to provide a quick determir:i,ation of the initial trajectory and 

to avoid covering a substantial portion of a lunar orbit during the orbit deter-. . . 
mination. It vrould be possible to 'tabulate for the six mi~ute interval for 

low altitudes where a quick orbit determination is paramount, and for a 12 

minute interval fo~ high altitudes where accuracy is paramount. 
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